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ABSTRACT 
The terms which are used in literature researches and the setting of the basic 
concepts and of naming these concepts are designated as the thesis subject. 
Studying the basic term dictionaries which assist in especially The New Turkish 
Literature in The Republic Era ,the terms used in The New Turkish Literature and trying 
to set definition of these terms are designated as the goal of our thesis. 
Six term dictionaries among the basic dictionaries which assist in The New 
Turkish Literature  and in order to fill in the gaps which are created compulsively by the 
terms dictionaries,two general language dictionaries are taken as a matter.Also,in order 
to set the terms which are used in our literature before The Republic Era ,Kamus-ı 
Fransevi of Şemsettin Sami is examined.In addition to dictionaries ,The Works of  Nihat  
Sami Banarlı are used in order to set the literature terms which may be seen in literature 
histories and lesson books.Literary arts in  these terms are not given a place in this 
work.The abbreviations of the  examined works  are stated at the beginning.Thus, A 
Wholeness is provided in the examined works.The materials which are used in this 
thesis are gathered into two groups: A)Literature dictionaries as a goal of 
education.B)The works which includes the concept quality terms, collected from the 
literary sources. 
In this work ,it is made good use of dictionary knowledge methods.Also, the   
science    of terminology is taken into consideration in concepts studies.. 
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